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WORK SHEET 

SUBJECT- ENGLISH 

Grammar: Chapter-11: Articles, Chapter-12: Pronouns, Chapter-13: Verbs 
Chapter-31: Synonyms and Antonyms, Review 1  

CLASS- V                                                                                                        Date-05.09.14 
 
Q NO 1: Fill in the blanks with a, an or the.Put (X) where not needed- 

1....... useful hint for .......essay.                           
2....... European artist and.......Indian engineer. 
3........letter and .......envelope.                           
4........egg and ....... slice of bread. 
5. All of us admire....... beauty.                            
6. ....... beauty of Kashmir is very famous. 
7.His brother is .... shopkeeper. He sells ...... cloth       
8. His uncle lives in ......  U.S.A. 
9. She is ....  student of ...... architecture.           
10. I missed ..... last bus; now I shall take .... next one.  
11. We have bought  .....  LCD television set. 
12. I bought.....  umbrella yesterday.  .......  umbrella is made of fine silk. 
13. ......  Principal explained  .....  whole problem to .....  parents. 

 

Q NO 2: Underline the Personal Pronouns- 

1. We do not care for what he says to us. 
2. He asked me, “Is this shirt yours or mine?” 
3. You need not worry. She can do it alone. 
4. Will you tell us your views on this problem?                

 
Q NO 3. Use Pronouns in place of the underlined nouns- 
 

1. Ashok and Dilip are brothers. Ashok and Dilip are my cousins. I love Ashok and Dilip 
very much. 

2. Tara is a dancer. Last night Tara danced so well that everyone praised Tara. 
 
Q NO 4.Pick out the Pronouns and state whether they are Demonstrative, Interrogative, 
Reflexive or Emphasising- 
 

1. You yourself gave me the news. 
2. Who is the leader of the group? 
3. The dog hurt itself. 
4. I myself requested the Principal to accept the application. 
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Q NO 5. Fill in the blanks with reflexive or possessive pronouns- 
1. This is my room. This room is ........            2. Children, you will hurt ............... 
2. The deer hurt ..............                                 4. This is your book. This book is ........... 
3. That is their school. That school is .......    6. She corrected ......... immediately. 

Q NO 6.Fill in the blanks with suitable Pronouns: 

1. Papa brought these books for Arshia. ........ are ...... . Ask ...... to take them to her room 
2. They ........ wanted this change in the timetable. 
3. Rashmi has a beautiful doll. ........ likes to play with ........ 
4. ....... who is going to preside over the function? 

Q NO 7. Tick the correct Pronouns- 

1. We shall invite (she/her) to our house. 
2. I am going to my house. You should go to (your/yours). 
3. He is more intelligent than (me/I). 
4. You should blame (you/yourself) for the losses.  
5. It is your duty not (my/mine) to do this work. 

Q NO 8. Write the synonyms for- 
           1.grief-   2.sore-      3.haste-        4.rich-         5.admire-             6.assembly- 
           7.loyal     8.sleepy-   9.brief-          10.buy-     11. Calm-              12.hurt- 

Q NO 9. Write the antonyms for- 

         1.ancient-    2.rise-    3.accept-    4.active-     5.arrive-     6.attack- 
         7.ugly-          8.end-    9.bold-        10.borrow- 

Q NO 10. DO AS DIRECTED: 
A) Give the part of speech of the underlined word: 

1. When will the meeting end? 
2. Please come in. 
3. The books are in the bag. 
4. You have wasted much time. 

B) Rewrite the sentences using the ABSTRACT NOUNS: 
1. We bathe everyday. (bath) 
2. The teacher punished me. (punishment) 
3. This well is ten meters deep. (depth) 
4.Her singing made me happy. (happiness) 

C) Fill in the blanks with COLLECTIVE NOUNS: 
1. A ............... of bees attacked the child. 
2.Please untie this ............ of sticks. 
3. A ............ of musicians played a lovely tune. 
4. I took a ......... of grapes for my aunt in the hospital. 

D) Write the COMPARATIVE & SUPERLATIVE DEGREES of: 
   Tall, young, heavy, thin, famous, good, many, little, bad. 
E) Rewrite using APOSTROPHE (‘)- 

1. the legs of the elephant                                      2.the duties of the students 
3 .the legs of the chair                                            4.the office of the Principal 
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